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Within last decades there have been enormous developments in the area of biotechnology
and drug design. Millions of protein/DNA structures and functions have been discovered and
classified and now even the whole human genome has been deciphered. Although, we know
all of these protein and DNA structures and functions, we still do not know the language of
how biological function is written within the sequence of amino acids and nucleotides.
Without this knowledge it is very difficult to design de novo proteins, peptides or DNA
fragments with desired biological function and activity. Thus, peptides/protein drug design
technology is tapping in the dark by randomly selecting sequences and performing
thousands of tests in an attempt to design drugs with desired biological function. So, there is
a need for an approach that will provide an understanding of how biological function is
imbedded within the sequence of amino acids and nucleotides, with the aim to find out the
critical selective parameters that drives their interactions within biological processes. There
have been a number of attempts to use information technology approaches to identify such
critical parameters, but without much success, as there was no meaningful physical and
biological background in these approaches. Here, we present our own biophysical and
mathematical approach, the Resonant Recognition Model (RRM). The RRM is a biophysical
and mathematical approach, which identifies the critical parameters that drives protein/DNA
selective interactions within biological processes using frequencies and resonances. The
RRM has already been developed and tested experimentally over the last few decades and
its applications are now being commercialised through Tithon Biotech Inc.
The selectivity and specificity of biological processes is driven by the information contained
within linear macromolecules: DNA and proteins. While information in DNA is written within
the sequences using different combinations of four different nucleotides, information in
proteins is also written within sequences, but using different combinations of twenty different
amino acids. While DNA carries the complete backup information of any organism, proteins
are macromolecules that read the necessary parts of DNA information to perform all
selective biological activity through a number of very specific interactions. The RRM model
proposes that macromolecular selective interactions are based on electromagnetic resonant
energy transfer between macromolecules in the range of infra-red, visible and ultra-violet
light.
The RRM is based on the findings that certain periodicities within the distribution of energy of
free electrons along protein/DNA molecule are critical for protein/DNA biological function
and/or interaction with their targets. If charge transfer through these macromolecules is
introduced, then charge moving through the macromolecular backbone can produce
electromagnetic radiation, absorption and resonance with frequency characteristics
corresponding to the periodicities in energy distribution. Furthermore, it has been shown that
interacting proteins and their targets share the same characteristic frequency but have

opposite phase at that characteristic frequency. Thus, it has been proposed that the RRM
frequencies characterise, not only general function, but also recognition and interaction
between the particular macromolecule and its target, which then can be considered to be
resonant recognition. The whole RRM model can be graphically presented in Figure 1,
where extra cellular proteins can interact with cell membrane receptors at one frequency and
then the activated cell membrane receptor can interact with intra cellular proteins at the
same frequency or some other frequency and so on in cascade along a whole functional
pathway, sometimes all the way up to interaction with DNA.

Figure 1. Graphical presentation of the RRM model.
To support the idea, that protein/DNA interactions are based on resonant electromagnetic
energy transfer between interacting macromolecules, the RRM computational predictions
have been compared with a number of published experimental results including: laser light
cell growth promotion, chymotrypsin activation, activation of plant photo receptors and photo
activated proteins. The RRM concept has been also experimentally tested by influencing LLactate Dehydrogenase activity with electromagnetic radiation of predicted frequency. This
concept has also been tested independently on experimental measurements of photon
emission from dying melanoma cells, on photon emission from lethal and non-lethal Ebola
strains, as well as on classic signalling pathway, JAK-STAT composed of nine sequential
protein interactions. Even more, the RRM model, for the first time, explains how and why
external light can influence human health exemplified in the treatment of Crigler-Najjar
syndrome by blue light.
Keeping all this in mind, it is proposed that the RRM concept is an excellent predictor for
proteins and DNA functions, selective interactions, biological processes and pathways in
living cells. By applying the RRM, it is possible to identify and calculate relevant frequencies
critical for resonant activation of specific biological activities of proteins and DNA. In our
previous work, we have calculated a large number of specific frequencies for different
protein and DNA biological functions and interactions.
Identifying the characteristic frequency of a particular protein biological function, creates the
possibility to predict which amino acids prevail in the sequence and predominantly contribute
to this frequency and consequently to the observed function. Even more, when the
characteristic RRM frequency for desired protein biological function is identified, then it is
possible to design de novo peptides/proteins using this frequency component and
consequently achieving desired biological function. This RRM design approach has already

been successfully applied and experimentally tested in design of fibroblast growth factor
analogue, HIV envelope protein analogue and peptide to mimic myxoma virus oncolytic
function.
With all these research results in mind, it is obvious that the biophysical, mathematical, RRM
approach is not only excellent in analysing protein/DNA functions and interactions, but can
also be used in targeted, rational, de novo peptide/protein drug design, as well as
influencing health conditions using specific electromagnetic radiation. By applying the RRM
approach for cell membrane bound receptors and their biological functions with the scientists
at Tithon Biotech Inc, a number of potential peptide drugs have been designed and are
about to be tested to combat glaucoma, fibrosis, osteoporosis, autoimmune disease and
cancer, as well as nanophotonic particles that resonate with RRM characteristic frequency,
that are being tested to demonstrate the ability to stimulate both plant and fish growth.
Some preliminary experiments on plant growth, based on nanophotonic particles designed
via the RRM approach, have yielded fascinating results, as can be observed with the
photograph of tomatoes, presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The four tomatoes at the bottom were picked
from a plant that was sprayed with nanophotonic
particles and the one at the top was taken from a plant
that was not sprayed. The top tomato is about 7 cm in
diameter. All plants were grown under the same
environmental parameters, soil and watering conditions.
Nanophotonic particles were sprayed three times a
week on the leaves of the plant, yielding the four
tomatoes shown at the bottom.
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